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Robert Jenrick criticised BBC presenters for daring to gently mock the size 
of his, Grant Shapps has a little plastic replica one on his bookshelf, while 
Matt Hancock paired his with a Damien Hirst picture of the Queen. 

In the era of the Zoom interview, it seems government ministers believe 
nothing signals their patriotic credentials like a union flag placed strategically 
in the background. 

But away from spare rooms in ministers’ homes, new spending figures also highlight the increasing 
embrace of the flag by the government under Boris Johnson’s premiership – whether motivated 
by Brexit, Scottish nationalism or the so-called culture wars. 

Spending on union flags has increased in virtually every government department since Johnson 
entered Downing Street, with more than £163,000 spent this year and last. It accounts for 85% of 
union flag purchases over the past four years. 

The purchases – detailed after a freedom of information request – come against the backdrop of 
another apparent escalation of the flag-based culture war when the culture minister, Oliver 
Dowden, announced that the national flag should be flown from all UK government buildings 
every day. 

The BBC’s director general, Tim Davie, was taken to task in a parliamentary committee hearing by 
a Tory* MP for failing to include images of the flag in the corporation’s annual report, while 
another Conservative wore a union flag tie and face mask in the House of Commons chamber to 
rail against what he described as a “ban” on the display of the flag in the Welsh parliament. 

“I think what we are seeing at the moment from the government is a kind of pushback against 
devolution and threats to the union,” said Robert Colls, a professor of cultural history at De 
Montfort University. 

“There is something to do with Brexit in it as well. Flying the union flag is a way of saying ‘no’ to 
the EU blue and stars but whether they are pushing back in any effective way is another question. 
Most people are not political in the way that politicians or commentators are, and they tend to see 
flag flying in the same way.” 

Not surprisingly, Johnson’s flag project causes supporters of Scottish independence to bristle. 
Tommy Sheppard, the Edinburgh East MP and Scottish National party’s spokesperson for 
constitutional affairs, said the union jack could be a “divisive” symbol in Scotland. 

“People will find it quite odd in the middle of a public health crisis that expenditure on flags is 
something that has been increasing,” he said. 

“The truth is that this is a deliberate plot by the government to use the union flag to promote its 
political ends and it just doesn’t fool people. I’m reminded of the comment by Boris Johnson’s 
18th-century namesake that patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel,” he added, referring to 
the essayist Samuel Johnson. 

Nick Groom, a professor at the University of Macau and author of The Union Jack: The Story of 
the British Flag, said the flag had tended to be a “very flexible, malleable symbol”. 

He said: “It’s always been debated and questioned and there’s nothing wrong with that, but it’s also 
clearly now gone way beyond being simply a flag of a number of nations. It’s a symbol in its own 
right, a design classic that can be adapted and adopted in all sorts of ways. 

“It’s true that it can be seen as being partisan, especially if it’s used in a very political way. At the 
same time as the government are increasingly flying it we also have the Olympics and it’s clearly a 
unifying symbol in that context.” 
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